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STALINGRAD SCENARIO TACTICS
The Stalingrad Scenario of War in the East
has a number of advantages which make it
an excellent vehicle for discussing the game,
as well as the most exciting of the scenarios.

First, it is the one scenario whose Victory
Conditions reflect "real world" victory -
that is, it is the only scenario which gives the
Germans (Axis) a bona fide chance to "win"
the war.

Second, the scenario has a reasonable
balance of forces to objectives, and a balance
of action - both Players have solid attacking
opportunities and must make use of them,
and both must playa sound defensive game
to win.

Third, the "problems" of the War in the East
game system are not evident - this is the
kind of action that the game system is
designed to best reflect; and the scenario
brings in all of the units found in the game.

As in all scenarios (and the Campaign Game)
of War in the East, Players will find
themselves working with both strategy and
tactics. Such strategic tasks as establishment
of objectives, assignment of forces, allocation
of supply, etc., are mixed with the tactical
details of conducting attacks with varied
attacking and defending unit types, ex-
ploiting breakthroughs, defending positions,
etc. Since the strategic considerations relate
solely to the Stalingrad Scenario, while the
tactical notes are applicable to the whole
game, they will be discussed separately.

AXIS STRATEGY
You, as the Axis Commander, must take and
hold eight (8) additional Personnel Centers
(P.C.'s), besides those that you hold atthe
start. Due to their proximity to the start line,
you will usually have to take Leningrad's two
P.C.'s, and Voronezh, Voroshilov, and
Rostov. Your initial and main strategic
decision will then be either to take Moscow
or Stalingrad, Krasnodar, and Sevastopol.

History, and the initial absence of fortified
units, might lead you to choose the southern
objectives, but my own estimation is that the
Moscow objective is the optimum plan.
Moscow, as an objective, has the following
advantages:

1. The P.c. objectives are concentrated,
allowing their defense to be concentrated.

2. The Objectives are well within the Axis
supply radius, and several river lines are
available for defense just to the east of the
objectives.

3. The Objective is close to the front; the
Soviets will have to fight for it, and it is better
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to have a large battle now while the Axis have
a great tactical edge.

4. The objective is centrally located,
allowing attacks to be directed towards it
from many widely separated points.

Once having (let us assume) opted for
Moscow, you must consider the starting
points and direction(s) of your attacks. One
effective method is a kind of "underhand"
approach. This approach utilizes a strong
armored thrust north-east from Orel. The
thrust has, as an intermediate objective, the
RR hexes at SW0925-1024. [These hexes are
the "rail connections" mentioned in the
Player's Notes.J

Their seizure has a dual impact; first, it
severs north-south rail communications,
placing the Soviet Player on exterior lines;
second, it effectively divides the Soviet force,
and allows the Axis to advance in either of
three directions while still pursuing their
objectives. They can go further east to isolate
Moscow, turn directly north to Moscow, or
turn southeast for Stalingrad.

Because Moscow is so vital containing three
P.C.'s, and so close to the front, the Axis
must expect and plan for slow and costly
going in the initial turns. The Soviet Player
can make a good portion of his line immune
to high-odds Axis attacks, and this portion
will usually be around Moscow. But the
stiffness of the defense can actually be to the
Axis' advantage, as it provides opportunities
for attritioning the Soviet Corps. Attrition,
normally the Axis' enemy, is actually a friend
in this scenario. The Axis has 100+ German
Infantry and 27+ German Mechanized
Divisions, plus replacements, versus 56
Soviet Infantry and 14 Soviet Mechanized
Corps. Since the strategic position, and the
CRT differential, give the Axis an unchal-
lengable initiative, the effect of mutual
attrition is to weaken the defense long before
the attack is affected. Also, attrition of the
Soviet Corps is essential because it is these
corps, both infantry and mechanized, which
will power the eventual Soviet counter-
attacks.

Because attrition and the ability to strike
weak points are essential to Axis success, the
Axis must adopt a broad-front attack policy.
Single thrusts, no matter how strong, are far
too easily blocked or channeled, and they
provide no defensive security.

Some other attacks, (besides the "underhand
approach", "make" themselves in most
games. Usually the seizure of Leningrad will
release strong German-Finnish forces; these
must drive east, flanking Moscow from the

north. Even if they do not actually take the
city, their presence will provide flank
protection for the force that does, and one
more threat which the Soviet Player must
counter.

Also, the need to take and hold Rostov and
Voroshilov will usually cause a force to be
present here, which should take any oppor-
tunities for attacks - if you can seize more
than eight additional P.C.'s, then that adds
to the number the Soviets must recover.
Beware, however, of overextension of your line
in the south; remember "where a German
soldier stands, he will not retreat" and its
historical consequences.

It pays to plan for attacks on other sectors as
well. Though you do not have sufficient
strength to assault every position, you can
make limited attacks in all sectors to cause
attrition and pin reserves.

Deploying
As the Axis, your basic strategic vehicle is
your deployment, but in this you are
handicapped by not knowing the enemy's
dispositions, except for his fortified units,
when you deploy your forces, especially your
infantry. The most effective counter to this
strategic "lack of intelligence" is to avoid
overconcentration of your German Infantry.
They should be deployed in several separated
groups of attacking size, so that the defense
cannot concentrate in one sector. Axis allies
and K.G.'s can fill in the gaps.

You choice of objectives will also determine
your allocation of supply. In this scenario you
will generally operate in supply with no
problems" unless you are going south, in
which case supply heads must go forward
rapidly. Generally, I will place one RR
Repair unit north of Moscow, two south of it,
and one initially in the Crimea. The RR
through Orel is an excellent one to push
forward, as is the one near the Demtansk
Salient. The others should be advanced for
only a short time, and then turned to build
lateral lines, unless, again, you have southern
objectives in mind.

Your mechanized forces are your final
instrument of initiative, and their placement
can be crucial. Even though they deploy last,
plans for their first turn use must be flexible,
as the Soviets get to move first. Attention
must be paid to the location of the Soviet AT
brigades; a careless placement can have
them suddenly appearing in front of your
Panzers, nullifying them. Your armor should
always be deployed with infantry to preclude
such an even tuali ty.



Though your armor should generally be
deployed in accordance with a specific plan,
if a solid breakthrough opportunity, con-
sidering the Soviet first turn move, presents
itself, go for it. But wherever you put them,
use them; you have no time to waste and you
must be prepared for losses in armor.

The Air Unit situation is very "iffy" in this
scenario. Generally, the Soviets will lay low,
but you may want to put a few (4-5) Points in
the Air Superiority box just to keep them
honest. You will only rarely be making more
than 8 to 10 attacks per turn initially, except
for sacrifice units, so you will likely have
them to spare.

SOVIET STRATEGY
You, as the Soviet Commander, must see to it
that the Axis end the game with no more
than 12, and hopefully less than 11, P.C.'s.
Your actions in this regard are not
independent, however. You are in an
unfortunate position because your abysmal
CRT rating all but precludes even minor
tactical initiatives. To win, you must react,
only, for IS turns, and then act.

Your only independent action is your deploy-
ment, since by your deployment you can
affect how the attack will be made. Once it is
made, you can only counter it in a passive
manner.

In the short run, no matter how well you
deploy, you must expect to take a beating. If
the Axis objective is Moscow, there is no'
room to run. With a southern strategy on the
part of the Axis, you can, for a few turns,
duplicate the actual strategy of withdrawal.
The Axis Mechanized forces will still hit you,
but the Infantry will not. After that, things
will get rough in the south, too, because you
can't dig in while you're running.

While vou're being roughly handled, you
must keep an eye on the weather. A few turns
before "Mud' you must attempt to get some
of your better Corps together, since Mud
finds the Axis at their most vulnerable, and
you can do important damage in the Mud
turns.

In the winter, the Axis defense will be
stronger, but so will your attack, especially
due to the Artillery brigades. Their unfor-
tunate movement sequence can leave you
hitting at air, however, unless they are placed
strategically. Like the Axis, the Moscow front
is your best target. You have a few good
attacking units, and Moscow makes a good
place to concentrate them - massed artillery
can still break any Axis defense. If the Axis
do not have Moscow, you should have
opportunities to attack the stretched-out
line, but remember that the enemy lines and
supplies are secondary to taking those P.C.'s.

Also in winter, your Air Unit picture should
have brightened considerably - since you
are only on CRT #2, you will need that Air
Support.

A common error for the Soviet Player is to
give up once Moscow has fallen. This is quite
often premature. Unless the Red Army is

terribly decimated, and the Axis takes
Moscow very early (turns 63-66), there will be
a chance for a successful counterattack.
Usually any extreme decimation in the Red
Army will be reflected in attrition in the Axis
armies as well, which should provide
opportunities.

When the Soviets turn to counterattack
comes, they must not be hasty. They have 15
turns from the start of Mud, and should plan
on taking all of them.

Deploying
The Soviet's find themselves in a ticklish spot
with regard to deployment. Generally, they
have enough material to form a strong
defensive line, or provide for strong reserves,
but not both. I generally opt for the strong
line with weak reserves, since any weakness
in the line tends to produce immediate
attrition, which is favorable to the Axis.

As the "Player's Notes" indicate, maximum
use must be made of terrain, especially the
riverlines. Only through a combination of
river lines and fort units can the Axis
effectively be stopped. Fortunately, the
Volkhov, Don and Volga (northwestern
portion) are excellently placed for your
purposes. To make maximum use of these
lines, you must be prepared to abandon your
salient north of Vyazma, and the land
between the Don and the Donets. Defending
the Donets in force is a path to near certain
defeat. A proper retreat to the Don will allow
it to be almost wholly fortified, or strongly
defended where not fortified.

In front of Moscow you cannot afford to yield
much territory, so make use of the forests
first, then the rivers. The immediate vicinity
of Moscow is usually the only place meriting
fort units beyond the first line - you simply
don't have enough 1-4's.

Like the Axis, you deploy in ignorance, but in
your case you will have a move to correct any
glaring deficiencies, and can be a little
"faster and looser" in your set-up. Some
units, particularly the AT brigades and the
3-s's and 2-s's, should be set up behind the
lines so that they can move to particularly
threatened sectors. The only problem with
this is allowing for the woods in front of
Moscow.

Fort units are generally deployed in a single
line from Ladoga to Orel, and then east to
the Don, cutting off the salient north of
Vyazma, and following the river lines as
much as possible. Sufficient 1-4's must be
left in the south to provie for fortifying the
Don.

In deploying, you must watch the Railroads,
both yours and the Axis. Watch the Axids
RR units to determine his supply limits -
while not as crucial here as in Barbarossa,
their presence can be a saviour when the Axis
make a breakthrough, if the breakthrough
can be forced wide enough to go beyond the
supply limit - this will depend on where it is
in relation to the RR units. Watch your own
RR's, because the one thing that can really
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threaten you is severence of supply, and in
several places the supply of your line runs
nearly parallel to it; if cut, you can be
smashed with a suddenness that is appalling.

AXIS TACTICS
"The Baker's Dozen"
This is my basis for deploying German
Infantry units. It is based on the following
premises:
1. That ordinarily twelve units (or three
stacks; is the maximum which you will be
able to employ (or which you should need to
employ) against anyone target hex.

2. That infantry attackers will probably be
taking losses regularly for the first turns.

Initially, the Axis Player has 72 German
Infantry divisions (of his 85 total, 4 are
in Finland, 7 are in the Crimea, and 2 must
garrison Riga and Minsk). The optimum
division of these units, under premise (1) is
into six 12-unit groups. But in light of
premise (2), such a division leaves the groups
rather brittle, with no loss absorbers. To
counteract this I deploy I, 2 or 3 Infantry
K.G.'s with each 12-unit group (thus the
Baker's Dozen) - when the attackers have a
high probability of loss, these K.G. can be
built up on the turn of the attack, so as to be
ready to fill in for any losses. When 3 K.G.
deploy with the "Dozen", a new division can
be created by combining, even when draft
points are not available that turn. This allows
a group of only twelve divisions to sustain
itself in combat without requiring additional
full-strength units.

I will generally deploy these "dozens" as
follows - Leningrad front, 1 to 2; Central
Moscow Front, 1 to 2; Orel-Kharkov, 1 to 3,
Stalino, 1 or 2 - depending on the Soviet
initial placement, and my objectives. All of
the listed fronts always get at least one group,
for reasons previously noted.

German K. G. - "36 or 3 or J"
One of the main errors in the "Player's
Notes" is that admonition about it being "a
waste of material to resort to combining
Kampfgruppen". In point of fact, it is a
waste of material not to combine K.G.! Look
at it this way, three K.G. equal three factors
which take up three units of stacking, and
leave nothing if eliminated; combined, they
equal six factors in one unit, with one K.G.
left if they are eliminated.

The only excuse for not combining K.G.
would be the need for continuous line units,
or the expectation that you could rebuild
them all from draft points. In the Stalingrad
Scenario, the Germans get 48 Infantry Draft
points total, and they begin with 53 Infantry
K.G. Obviously, they are never going to be
able to build up those K.G., as combat losses
will usually exceed draft replacements. In the
Kursk and DAGC Scenarios, the need for the
Axis to combine K.G. is even greater, as the
number of K.G. is greater and so is the
disparity between K.G. and available draft
points.
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The astute Axis Player, then, can create a
whole new "Dozen" out of the previously
useless K.G. The effect of this new force can
be significant, since they will usually appear
where there was no force before:

A good place to create this new "Dozen" is
around the Soviet salient north of Vyazma,
since he will usually be abandoning it, and
since you have to put a number of units there
anyway to fulfill the ZOC/startline require-
ments. I will usually put 36 K.G. there
stacked in threes, and convert them on Turn
One. As the "Player's Notes" do say, you
can't waste time.

Armor [10-8 & 8-8]
These units I also split into two "Dozens",
with a few 8-8's lefr'over. The extras go either
to beef up one of the Dozens with a
particularly difficult or important mission, or
to a separate sector to create some exploita-
tion ability; often this is near Leningrad.

Again, if your armor losses mount, think
about combininz vour K.G. It usually pays to
combine the 8-8 K.G. at least, because
usually the Panzers will use up all of the
Draft points. If you are not taking any armor
losses then you are not attacking hard
enough.

In deploying the armored formations, I will
usually place them behind the infantry for
two reasons: One, the infantry need to be as
close as possible to allow them to advance
and attack, or to compel the Soviet Player to
retreat further to avoid them; and, two, it
shields the armor from a common Soviet
tactic; that is, placing a 3 factor unit or units
adjacent to the armor stack(s) to limit their
mobility on Turn One.

Axis Allies [2-4 & 1-6]
These units have two main purposes in
deployment: One, garrisoning P.C.'s - they
can initially garrison three cities, but this can
increase by three to five more, allowing these
units to be used to maximum efficiency; two,
fulfilling the continuous line and startline/
ZOC requirements; "filler" in the purest
sense.

Finns [4-5]
This is the one scenario where you will be
able to use the Finns. The Soviet deployment
restrictions make it certain that Leningrad
will fall, and communications will be
established with Finland. Therefore, as many
of the Finns and Germans as possible should
be deployed near Leningrad, so as to be able
to help with the pocket once the line of
communications is established. Later, Fin-
nish units mixed with Germans to absorb the
losses can greatly increase the striking power
of the forces in this area.

"Odds" and Ends
Obviously, you would like to attack at 12-1
all the time, but you must settle for less, often
far less. Below is a chart showing the
projected outcomes for attacks at selected
odds, with -1, 0, and +1 die roll modifi-
cations, and followed by some direction as to
when to use each odds in light of your ends.

1-1 - Ae: 50%, 330/0, 16%; AEx: 33%;
Br: 16%, 33%, 50%. Use only in utter
desperation, and then only with air support.
You should expect to lose your shirt at these
odds, and should always have mechanized
units nearby to follow up a "Br" result.

2-1 - Ae: 33%, 16%, 0%; AEx 33%;
Br: 33%; Dr 0%, 16%, 33%. Costly odds,
rarely used without air support, and used
only against key positions where dislocation
is necessary; for example, forts behind rivers.
Always have infantry available to soak up
losses, and mechanized units to follow up a
"Br" result.

3-1 - AEx: 50%, 33%, 16%; Br: 33%;
Dr: 16%,33%,50%. Unfortunately, the Axis
will have to attack at these odds quite often
in the early going. Air support makes it
acceptable odds where position or Fort units
are involved, but the earlier admonitions
about infantry and mechanized availability
still hold - here you have a decent chance to
get the position without them, but not a sure
thing.

4-1 - AEx: 33%, 16%, 0%; Br: 16%;
Dr: 33%; Ex: 16%, 33%, 50%. This is the
first odds which you should freely use. The
key is the ability to avoid the AEx results
with air, and the chance for exchanges,
which are nothing but good. Usually you can
either only get 3-1, or you can go to 5 or 6-1;
basically because the Soviet is trying to avoid
exchanges too, except where he has no
choice, and then he is apt to take out his best
units and put in something more expendable.
5-1 - Br: 33%, 16%,0%; Dr: 16%; Ex: 33%;
1/2Ex: 16%, 33%, 50%. This is wholly
acceptable. It produces heavy attrition,
which is usually at a rate favorable to the
Axis. From here on out, odds should be
increased only as units are available with
nothing else to do - it is better to take two
5-1's than one 10-1. The Axis battle will be to
open the Sovietfront up to the point that 5-1's
can be achieved, from there attrition will
rapidly increase. Again, don't hesitate to risk
your armor to get a 5-1 on a Soviet Corps;
losing them hurts him more than you.

Attacking Defensive Positions
Illustration I shows three approaches to
Soviet defensive positions typically encoun-
tered. Attack "A" is all armor against a
high-factor defense; Attack "B" is a mixed
attack on the same defense; and Attack "C"
is an infantry attack on an Anti-Tank
defense. Both "B" and "C" show a similar
tactic, the existance of a mechanized, but
uninvolved, unit, to follow up a "Br" result.
As shown in Illustration II, if the defensive
position in question does not involve forest,
swamp or river hexes, the follow up unit need
not be stacked with the attackers, allowing
odds to increase in some cases. Also shown is
the proper follow-up for battle "C" - a
second 8-8 is brought up on the mechanized
phase to provide a retreat in case of counter-
attack and to assure a 4-1 against either of
the "corner" units on the next phase.
Additional armor might be called for in other
cases, but the essential point is that once the
"corners" have been formed, they are
indefensible; the Axis can place 72-120
factors against the hex from three sides.
Put in the armor if you can get an exchange
thereby; the exchange forces the Soviet to use
all new units to nluz the gap, rather than the
old units less the forts.
Initially you will be stuck with 3-1 battles,
and maybe even a 2-1, but persevere, once
the rivers and forts begin to go, the odds will
pick up.

The Open Pincers
One of the real strong points of this game
system is the ability to recreate the original
Guderian Pincer concept. To rehash, this
concept did not envision the encirclement of
the enemy forces, but rather, the penetration
of Armored forces which would disrupt
enemy rear-area communications and
supply, and would continue to thrust to the
rear, while the enemy front was disintegrated
by a combination of frontal pressure and
lack of communication. In the game, as in
history, most armored breakthroughs are
turned into encirclements, forfeiting their
advantages.

Illustration II



The proper technique is to carefully avoid
encircling bypassed units; rather, to sever
their supply lines while leaving them in
communication with the East Edge. This
halves these units for defense, and having the
Soviets halved for even a brief period can
allow you to devastate them. The short (four
hex) Soviet supply radius makes it easier to
effect this unsupplied state. Also, your 3-8
mechanized brigades, and any armor K.G.
can be sent deep into the enemy rear to sever
rail lines; they will require a disproportionate
effort on the Soviet's part to track down and
kill, while they destroy Railroads which can
be repaired only one hex at a time. In the
south, the Allied 1-6 units are perfect for this
job, as they can be sent to oblivion with no
loss of effective strength.

One good tool for the Open Pincer attack is
infantry. If the supply can be severed on the
first movement phase, the units will be
halved for combat that turn. Often, the only
way to do the cutting is with the 10
Movement Factors and no terrain penalties
of a forced marching infantry unit.

The use of forced marches is another
"no-no" from the "Player's Notes" that you
should consider, and not just in regards to
the Open Pincers. This forced marching can
provide a considerable threat when a
breakthrough is effected with infantry alone,
because the rear areas may have been
denuded to meet your armored thrusts. Also,
certain Soviet units, such as Fort units, A/T
units, and most importantly, any entrained
units, have no ZOC, so that forced marchers
may move adjacent and attack them.
It sometimes pays to use forced marching
early in the game (say to bring units back
from the Crimea) just so your opponent will
know that you are prepared to forced march.
He will then have to consider the possibility,
and you will have created a threat in his mind
even if you never forced march again.

The Old "One- Two"
This is my name for a pet tactic which falls in
the general area of taking advantage of the
rules, in this case the rules regarding
retreats. It sometimes happens that a strong
Soviet stack will be adjacent to a weak one,
which is there to hold open a supply or
retreat route, or maybe to screen the front. In
these cases, you can sometimes opt for a
lower odds attack on the strong unit, force it
to retreat onto the weaker unit, and attempt
to eliminate the weaker unit. Since retreated
units share the fate of the units in the hex
they are retreated to, they die as well. (Just
once I was able to do a "one-two-three",
heaping two stacks on a weak one which was
then destroyed.) Immoral, yes; unrealistic,
yes; but legal. However, remember that the
retreat priority is to vacant hexes, so the
strong stack(s) must have no alternative to
where you want them to be. [Ed. Note: The
rules intend that the Players may employ this
tactic.]

Defending
Even the Axis must be prepared to defend.
He has some advantages in defending,

however, which are not available to the Soviet
Player. The most important of these are:
1. When the Axis are at their weakest (MUD
turns), the Soviet are halved in movement.

2. Axis K.G., in a defensive line, need never
fear overrun, since the only Soviet units that
can overrun have Movement Factors of only
6, which precludes their' overrunning units
which are between Friendly units, as shown
in Illustration III.

Illustration III

3. The Soviet Artillery Corps (10-1-10) can
move only on the Mechanized Phase;
therefore they must set up on the turn before
they are to attack in the hex they will use; the
Axis Player then has the option to either pull
back most of his units (a rearguard must be
left to fulfill the no retreat rule), or to beef up
the threatened sectors.
4. The best Axis units are still marginally
stronger than their Soviet counterparts and
the Axis still retain a 4/3 stacking edge.

The Axis Player is generally nearly helpless
during the MUD turns, because this is the
time·when he is halved for both attack and
defense, when his movement is non-existant,
and when his supply heads are farthest from
his advance. During this time, the Axis
should make use of all available rivers. The
ones to the east of Moscow have been
referred to already, but there are many
others on the map, and all should be
considered for defensive purposes. It is most
important that you clear the whole line if you
plan to use it for defense; bridgeheads can be
fatal, since one of your main concerns will be
precluding the 1-1 odds with adjacent units
which will allow those Artillery Corps to
attack - in MUD they are twice as deadly.

Another Soviet handicap, usually not too
significant in this scenario, relates to the fort
units and A/T Brigades. Both of these types
cannot attack, but take up stacking. Also,
the Soviet Player requires a turn of lead time
before he call move them out of the hex they
occupy; this turn of grace can sometimes be a
saviour.

Air Units
As long as good weather holds, the Axis can
expect a free hand in the air. Usually, they
will find themselves with extra Ground
Support Air Points beyond their needs, and
the question of how to utilize them will arise.
As the "Player's Notes" indicate, usually the
best way to interdict is with a whole turn's
worth of air, however, there are some things
that these extra points can do.
First, they can be used to surround 1-3, 2-3,
1-4, or 4-4 units, or any weak point, to
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preclude its reinforcement. Second, they can
be used to block RR hexes to delay to arrival
of reinforcements to a specific area of the
front. Third, they can be used to surround
the Mechanized reserve, to limit its lateral
movement capability. This will be a high
priority on the first few turns, especially since
there are usually fewer attacks, and conse-
quently more interdiction available, on those
turns.
Where, on a given turn, it appears that any
interdiction might be crucial, there is a
chance for the Soviets to attack in the air.
You have the choice of either putting in a lot
of Air Superiority that turn, or putting in just
enough to blunt his attack. Generally, my
choice will be dependent on how much attack
support will likely be needed - if the Red
Air Force can't be smashed, don't pay any
attention to it; your replacement rate is high
enough to cover any losses that it could
inflict. If it can be permanently damaged,
however, go for it. Remember that you will
not be able to predict your attacks needing
support too accurately, since you are going to
move in each turn.

AREA NOTES
Leningrad: This is one of the most crucial
areas in the game, and one of the places
where both Players can win or lose. For the
Axis, the obvious point is that Leningrad
must fall, and quickly. The Soviet defenses
are discussed separately, but the main point
is that you can take Leningrad, and you
should be prepared to commit whatever force
is necessary.

Once Leningrad has fallen, the units
attacking it must immediately move east.
Usually, once a line of communication is
opened to the Finns, they can take over most
of the burden of mopping up, while the
German forces go east. It is important to
retain the bridgeheads over the Volkhov
River for these purposes (hexes NW4110,
NW4310).

Eventually, the Germans and the Finns
should breakout eastward, with the Finns
providing flank cover while the Germans go
either for Moscow itself or for its rail
communications with the east edge.

Sometimes, the Volkhov line has some
exploitable weaknesses, which are correct-
able. Here, it can pay to wait on Leningrad
for two turns or so while the river and swamp
lines are cleared.

Demyansk- Vyazma: If you have formed your
"extra dozen" in this area, you will want to
employ them somewhere. Usually, the Volga
line will not .be too profitable, as it can be
easily defended, and is generally fortified.
Better employment for the divisions will
usually be found on the flanks of this sector,
either just north of Lake Seliga, or just south
of the bend in the Volga. Here the positions
are not doubled, and attacking can be
pursued regardless of what is present.
Penetration north of Lake Seliga can be
especially valuable in flanking the Volga line,
which is the only real position before Moscow
in this sector.
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Vyazma-Orel: Usually this will be the most
strongly defended sector of the front, all
fortified with AIT brigades available. De-
spite this, pressure must be applied here, or
all those troops now manning the line will be
somewhere else where you don't want them
to be. You should not expect to destroy the
units here, but rather to pressurize them,
knocking the corners off of positions, taking
a hex or two towards Moscow, etc., and
preventing the removal of the strong units; or
breaking through if they are removed.

Orel-Kharkov: This is the area from which
you-will most often be attacking whether you
have a northern or southern strategy. Despite
the rivers, this is the most open terrain, the
place where your mechanized advantages
come most into play. It is beneficial also
because it can be used to launch either a
southern or northern campaign. Its draw-
back is that it is more remote from either
Moscow or Stalingrad. Therefore, you must
be prepared to accept casualties initially to
open up the front so your mechanized units
can get going. Once they get rolling, go
ahead and forced march the infantry to keep
up - continuous pressure is the only thing
which can keep the Soviet forces from
reestablishing a sound defensive line.

Kharkov-Sea of Azov: Here you will need to
take Rostov, Voroshilov, and Sevastopol,
unless the Soviet reinforces Sevastopol
heavily. If you are going for the southern
P.c.'s, you must avoid overconcentration in
this sector; it can be a fast way to an eventual
loss. Forces must start north of Kharkov to
spread the defense, or outflank it if it is not
spread. Every once in a while, you will have a
chance to take Stalingrad when it is not your
objective. It will generally pay you to do so,
but only as a "raid", not attempting to
establish your line there, but putting an
isolated force there to draw Soviet attacks by
acting as a threat to Soviet communications
as well as by occupying a P.c.

SOVIET TACTICS
With the total strength odds 2-1 against you,
(Axis 1000+ Combat Factors with 300 mech.
factors; Soviet 540+ Combat Factors with
200+ mech.), you must be thrifty in your
deployment. The primary way you have to
increase your effective defensive strength is
through fortification, both through its own
strength and through its doubling effect for
infantry.

The Infantry/Fort Combination
Basically there are two kinds of Infantryl
Fort Combinations (henceforth called IF's
for brevity). Depending on the type of
infantry corps used, they will have 11(4-4
Corps), or 13(5-5 Corps) Defense Strength
Points. Many variations are possible through
adding various third units to the IF types.

The 11 Point IF has several unique and
unfortunate vulnerabilities. If they are
allowed for, however, the IF can still form a
bulwark of defense, and it must, as you have
30 4-4's and only 25 5-5's. In looking at any
Soviet defense, the following numbers must

be kept in mind - German infantry = 24
factors per stack, German Armor = 40
factors per stack.
It's vulnerabilities are:
1. Its infantry component cannot move
through Zones of Control. This prevents the
infantry corps from pulling out when
surrounded, and makes it unable to shift
down the line to fill a gap (see below). It is
therefore easily trapped if placed on the
corners of positions, and it is not flexible in
plugging gaps in the line.
2. When used in an AIT role (with a 0-1-10
unit), the combination has exactly 12 factors,
exactly divisible by 24.

Normally, as in Illustration IV, these IF's are
best used in the reverse corners of lines, or
behind rivers in nearby unassailable posi-
tions. Another place to use these IF's are
hexes which you know will be attacked, since
the vulnerabilities only relate to reaction
ability, not to defense ability. If you must lose
IF's to exchanges, it is best to have them be
11 Point IF's.

Where German infantry are around, you
can get acceptable results by adding a 2
Point third unit, yielding 13 Points. When
armor units are present, a 3-5 third unit is
essential, as 3 x 14 = 42, not 40. Where
possible, the ideal combination to hold the
main thrust would be an 8-6 or 9-6 for the
third unit; unfortunately, even the 9-6 leaves
a total defense factor of 20, providing easy
attainment of odds.

Another good use of these units is on the
flanks of the Axis main drives. The units are
too large to destroy easily,_ and yet their
ZOC may be such an irritant that this
diversion becomes necessary.

The 13 Point IF avoids most of the
difficulties of the 11 Point IF. The 13 Point
IF with a 0-1-16 is a nearly optimum
combination. Where it is placed in a line so
as to be assailable from only two hexes, this
unit can be attacked at no more than 3-1
odds. I will usually use this combination in
the woods in front of Moscow, as it saves the
large mobile units for use in the open.

Another place for the 13 Point IF is at
corners. If the position becomes compro-
mised, the infantry can pull out, and the
remaining fort unit will usually but the

Illustration IV

infantry corps a turn's grace to escape. This
is an advantage common to all IF's - their
Fort unit can be a 1 Turn shield allowing the
infantry to escape.
The 13 Point IF does not especially benefit
from a 2 or 3 factor helper, since these do not
materially affect the odds which can be
obtained on the IF. A 1 factor unit can be
helpful against armor even if it is not an AIT
unit. Especially good is the effect of an 8-6 or
9-6, both of which produce a stack with over
20 factors, allowing armor no more than a
3-1 from two hexes.
The "mini" IF is composed of two Soviet
1-4's, one of which is fortified. The usual
reason for its existance is the fact that the
Soviets get two 1-4's per turn, and often have
no other infantry to assist in digging in.
However, there is benefit to using them this
way, since the most important thing that a
Fort unit lacks is a ZOC, and the infantry
divisions can give it that. Where there are no
extra 1-4's, consider using something else, a
1-3 or 2-3 for instance, so that the
combination will still have a ZOc. The Axis
breakthrough, when it comes, can be sudden,
and it is beneficial for your rear area units to
have ZOC's to delay penetration, and to
prevent forced marching infantry from
closing with them.

The Mechanized Corps; [8-6 & 9-6]
These are the only units able to stand up to
the Axis and survive. I generally commit
them to screening on Turn One, and then
dispatch them to particularly threatened IF
positions. You should be particularly careful
to avoid any situation where the Axis can
achieve 4-1 or better on your mechanized
corps. You have very few af them and no
replacements, so circumspection is indicated.
You want, if possible, to save these units for
the counterattack, but you may have to
commit them piecemeal, or you may find it
necessary to make an early counterattack,
which will involve these units almost
certainly.

The Fillers
Unfortunately there aren't enough infantry
corps to make all IF's in your line, and you
are faced with providing fillers. The best
places for these small stacks are behind
rivers where the attack can come from only
one hex, or other places where only one hex is
available to attack.



Single 0-3-0 Fort units also fall into the
"Filler" category, but their unique vulner-
ability to retreat results makes it inefficient
to place them as fillers where they are likely
to be attacked. Conversely, their ability to
become IF's when combined with an infantry
corps, can make them especially valuable as
fillers in positions which have potential as IF
sites.

The Anti-Tank Units: [0-1-10]
These are also in limited supply, but they
have the compensation of a high Movement
Allowance and you get one per Turn as
reinforcements. A useful tactic with the AIT
units appearing as reinforcements is to
railroad them up to a position and leave
them entrained if need be to get the extra RR
Movement Points. The resultant halving of
their single point is not so important as
halving those German 1O-8's and 8-8's.

Generally, the AIT units will be found in
front of Moscow, and with the mechanized
screening units on Turn One. As the game
progresses, they will gravitate towards the
threatened sector, and if they have been
husbanded, they will begin to take the sting
out of the Axis armor. (They had better,
because your line will probably be weaker at
this time.)

One problem with them is their unusual
movement sequence. The defensive effect of
this has already been mentioned, as regards
retreats, but an additional problem relates to
counterattacking; you must plan in advance
to get the AIT units out of the way to put in
units that can attack, but you must
remember not to leave the hex that they have
left too weak (generally only a mechanized
unit can fill in after them).

FRONT NOTES
Leningrad-Finnish Border: The border north
of Leningrad should be held as lightly as
possible; 1-3's below the winterline, and a
smattering of 1-4's north of it, with one 4-4
and a 0-3-0 in Murmansk. All units should
speedily pull out of "old Finland" to
preclude any attacks by Finnish units.
Eventually, the Finns will be released, but
there is little of value in the north except for
Murmansk, and the weatherline is its best
defense.

In this scenario, you cannot save Leningrad;
the only question is how much to commit to
its defense. The best you could do on hex
NW3712 is one 13 Point IF plus a 0-1-10, or
plus another 5-5. Hex 3812 is completely
gone; any hex which the Axis can attack
from four hexes is gone!

With the 0-1-10, you have 14 Points, which
the Axis can attack easily at 2-1 without
commiting all of his infantry; even a Br will
win him the positicn, since the only unit
which will be able to get back to the hex next
turn will be 0-1-10 (all of the units being
unsuplied, and all of the hexes in the pocket
being in Enemy ZOC's).

With the extra 5-5, some Axis armor is
needed, but the result is exactly the same,

except that this time no Soviet units can get
back in the hex.

Therefore, I usually will just put one 0-3-0 in
hex NW3812, and an 11 IF in hex NW3713,
with miscellaneous small units to fill out the
pocket. The 11 IF will keep the Axis busy
and has a chance for an AEx, but it ties up
fewer of your good infantry corps.

Volkhov Front: This is a front all too often
given short shrift by the Soviet Player. If
stoutly defended it can be a considerable
obstacle, but if carelessly handled, it can be
rapidly penetrated. This penetration can
have severe effects, as there are no defense
lines short of Moscow once the Volkhov and
its swamps and forests have been pierced.
The defensive situation is nearly optimum,
with units able to benefit from both rivers
and swamps, which means that less than
wonderful units can be used to good effect.

This is perhaps the one area where the
Soviets might attack early. Should the Axis
'leave the bridgehead hexes very lightly
defended, say one or two factors, a high-odds
attack on them is indicated. I will sometimes
place one 8-6 in the area to power such an
attack if it occurs.

The real weak point of this front is at its
southern end, between Lake limen and Lake
Seliga. Successful attacks here can roll up
the Volkhov line or outflank it, so care must
be exercised - always remember to use the
2-3 cavalry corps here rather than the 2-5's,
because the absence of a ZOC in the woods
can be a critical defect for them. However,
some of the 2-5's and 3-5's should be
available behind this front if the Finns have
much force near the Svir river line, to
prevent its rapid collapse and the resultant
outflanking of the Volkhov from the north.
North Moscow Front - Lake Seliga to
Smolensk: This front contains the only direct
corridor to Moscow which crosses no river
lines, and consequently it must receive
careful attention. Generally you should plan
on two lines of forts, at least, in this area,
except for the Volga Line.

As previously noted, you should abandon the
large salient which you hold in this front, as
the terrain is not valuable enough to offset
the large amount of force required to hold it.
Where possible, you should use units which
can withdraw to the safety of the Volga line;
don't hesitate to forced march them to
accomplish this.

Key terrain in this region is the forest in front
of Moscow. You should hold this as long as
possible, as it keeps the Axis armor out of the
battle; or, if it is committed, severely limits
its mobility. Generally, this area is defended
by IF's, with 13's in the forest and l1's
behind the Volga. Should a major attack be
mounted in this area, it is the most easily
reinforced part of the front, since Moscow's
excellent rail network is so close.

South Moscow Front - Smolensk to Kursk:
Here is where the Axis armor will often be
encountered in force. Maximum use must be
made of the river lines in the absence of other
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terrain. Fortification must be at the maxi-
mum possible initially, and must be pursued
with reinforcements as soon as they are
available.

The comments about the rail hexes at
SW0925-1024 for the Axis are worthy of
note. If the Axis persists in inflexibly going
for this one objective, he should be opposed
by strong IF's and by mechanized forces with
AIT protection. Your aim should not be so
much to hold the hexes indefinitely, as to
delay the eventual Axis seizure of them.

Where the Axis forces, especially their
armor, are attacking your strongpoints, you
can form a rough gauge of how well you are
doing by seeing how often the Axis is
attacking at 4-1 or better odds. If the odds
are consistently 3-1 or less, he will not be
causing you severe damage, though he may
be gaining ground.

In this area, channeling the offensive is
especially important because there are few
natural channels once the Don River line is
breached. Astute use must be made of strong
IF's and mechanized AIT forces on the
shoulders of breakthroughs to keep them
from expanding. In this area, also, if only one
side of the break can be held, make it the
north side. The threat to Moscow's RR
communications is always present, and you
cannot afford to ignore it.

Ukraine Front - Kursk to the Sea of Azov:
The only time a major push will be made
here is if the Axis have a southern strategy;
otherwise you can expect only a subsidary
push. Here again you have some outstanding
defensive terrain, where both rivers in the
extreme south will give at least one turn's
notice of Axis armored thrusts. The only flaw
in this sector is the gap between the Chir and
Don Rivers (SW2222, 2122), but this is
remote from Krasnodar, though on a line
with Stalingrad.

Should a major push come through this
region, you should attempt to hold firm on
the lower Don (the swampy sector), and fall
back from the Chir to the Don further north.
With both Rivers and swamps, and no corner
positions, you can make penetration beyond
Rostov very expensive, and you can hold up
supply for a drive on Krasnodar so that the
winter isolation of the Axis, if they take it,
will be assured.
Kerch and Sevastopol: These sectors are
somewhat "iffy"; often the Soviet Player can
get by with very little here, and yet sometimes
much more is indicated. Against a careless
Axis Player, you can sometimes move the 1-4
out of Sevastopol on Turn One and ship in
another corps, precluding better than 1-1
odds, and that not until Turn Four.

ATTACKING
The Soviets generally have to attack; a
competent Axis commander will almost
always take enough P.C.'s to win; the
question is whether he will be able to hold
them.
The Soviets, because of their handicaps
(discussed in the Axis notes) must be

[continued on page 17]
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prepared to take chances. They must get
their Forts and A/T units out of the sectors
where the attacks will come as soon as
possible, even though this can increase
vulnerability to attack. They must also get
their RR repair units up to the front even if it
is risky; with their short supply radius, they
must keep the rails repaired.

Another risk that is worth it is to place your
artillery corps on the "corners". This means
that the Axis will have to pull back from five
or more hexes to avoid its effect. Often,
especially in MUD, this will not be possible,
and you will have a choice of targets.

Aside from your 5 10-1-1O's, you have
effective use of about 6 or 7 new 8-6's and
many 2-5's and 3-5's. All of these have roles
to play, along with whatever of your original
force is left. [As regards your original force,
don't throw away those 1-6 B.G.'s, they can
help to combine with others to reform 8-6's
and keep your offensive going.] The small
units can help in factoring up to odds, and
are great loss absorbers. The larger units
supply the power, and their B.G.'s can
reform into new units - in this scenario
that's all they are good for, but it is
important and often overlooked.

Your choice of odds will vary much more
than the Axis Player's, depending on the
state of your army; generally you will accept
exchanges more if you have the units to
absorb them, and less if you don't, but
almost always you'll accept 1/2Ex results. You
must always remember that even in winter
you can be displaced by the Axis, so you need
one hex beyond your objective to be sure of it,
since the Axis Player goes last in the game.

Also, you must be more direct than the Axis
Player; you lack the high mobility and the
organization to make grand encirclements,
though you should always try to cut supply if
possible. Often your attacks will procee.d
along RR lines, or parallel to them, and this
will provide the Axis with clues; but by Turn
70 or so he should not be able to mass
extensively without completely denuding his
line somwhere else.

Though they are often in non-strategic
positions, you should consider attacking the
allies, primarily because they do not form
K.G.'s, and can thus create an exploitable
breach suddenly.

Before the supply restrictions in Moves 17,
an excellent tactic was to use your A/T units
to exploit; they can still accompany your
other units exploiting, but usually not too
far. They are excellent units to use because
their loss is unimportant, and because the #4
CRT is replete with exchanges at even the
higher odds.

SUMMARY
The best feature of this scenario is that each
Player gets to "do his thing" in the manner
that marked the War in the East; each Player
gets to utilize all of the types of forces that he
would have in the Campaign Game, and to
use them under conditions ranging from
complete Axis ground and Air superiority
through conditions just the reverse.

Overall, my experience gives the Axis a slight
edge, mainly because they can adopt a more
rational and strategically-minded campaign
than they did in actuality. However, the
balance is quite delicate, and only very small
adjustments can materially affect it.

One quick variant assumes that the Soviets
had more sense than to launch their May
Isum offensive, which played right into the
hands of the Axis. In this scenario, the start
is moved back to Turn 52, and all of the units
appearing in the Soviet O.B. are considered
to be full-strength units; additionally, the
Axis must select four RR hexes (the most
advanced) and remove their railheads from
them (they haven't been repaired yet). The
Axis receive no reinforcements or Draft
Points on Turn 52, while the Soviets get the
same as they normally get on Turn 53.

All in all, this is the best scenario to play to
prepare for the Campaign Game, even if the
Campaign Game itself produces nothing like
it. ••


